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Women of wisdom, of beauty, of power, of a myriad natures – how destitute would
be a world without them! From Lakshmi and Saraswati, Aphrodite and Athena,
Venus and Minerva, gods and men have praised the female of the species in
declarations of love, in prayer, in song and in theatre. The 18th edition of the
European Union Film Festival (EUFF) comes to India with the topical theme
"Celebrating women".
This time it will be hosted in eleven cities – starting on the 8th March in Coimbatore
and touring for the next four months, till the end of July, in Bangalore, Chennai, Goa,
Pune, Mumbai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Chandigarh and Jodhpur.
The visitor will have the opportunity to watch a selection of 24 films that have not
been screened in India yet. The films will all be screened in national languages, with
subtitles in English. Among them there will be languages like Bulgarian, Finnish or
Lithuanian – languages that maybe many Indians will hear for the first time and
which will, more clearly than anything else, portray Europe's diversity.
Women's stories often remain untold, overshadowed by other happenings and
matters. But today women are raising their voices with increasing persistence,
demanding to be seen and heard. This festival would like to join the chorus of voices
and through the perspective of the heroines' individual stories share the very
different lives of women. The films showcase different aspects, nuances and
sometimes even the hardships of being a woman. Some of them are comedies,
some are dramas, and some are unclassifiable just as life itself is. But in the end they
narrate engaging stories that reach out to men and women alike, to young adults as
well as to elders.
The schedule of the EUFF will be published on the EU Delegation website and
Facebook page. There you will also find the electronic version of this booklet with the
synopses of all films.

www.facebook.com/EUCulturalEventsinIndia
http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/india

Directed by Peter Brosens, Jessica Woodworth

Altiplano

Altiplano

Belgium
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War photographer Grace, devastated by a violent incident in Iraq,
renounces her profession. Her Belgian husband, Max, is a cataract
surgeon working at an eye clinic in the high Andes of Peru. Nearby, the
villagers of Turubamba succumb to illnesses caused by a mercury spill
from a local mine. Saturnina, a young woman in Turubamba, loses her
fiancé to the contamination. The villagers turn their rage on the foreign
doctors, and in the ensuing riot Max is killed. Saturnina takes drastic
measures to protest against the endless violations towards her people
and their land. Grace sets out on a journey of mourning to the place of
Max's death. ALTIPLANO is a lyrical and probing film about our divided
but inextricably linked world.

2008 - Col - 109mn
Producer Heino Deckert, Ma.Ja.De Fiction
Cast Magaly Solier, Jasmin Tabatabai, Olivier Gourmet,
Behi Djanati Ataï, Edgar Condori, Sonia Loaiza, Edgar
Quispe, Norma Martinez, Rodolfo Rodríguez

Nowadays in Sofia a 30-year-old lady called Lora encounters an
old mystery which changes her life. She receives two packages
containing two mysterious dice each. They have the power to fulfil
any wish of their possessor. Lora is chased, fired from work,
kidnapped, etc., all because of the dice. In one day only Lora
experiences all the different emotions of curiosity, joy, fear,
despair, love. Her friends and familiar places change drastically.
She has less than 24 hours to decide whether to believe or not in
the old legend of the miraculous dice and to re-discover her usual
surroundings in an unusual way. Above all, she has to find love the ultimate miracle.

Directed by Dimitar Kotsev

Ëîðà îò ñóòðèí äî âå÷åð

Lora from Morning till Evening

2011 - Col - 93mn
Producer Svetoslav Doychinov, Galina Markova, Dimitar
Kotsev
Cast Milena Nikolova - Mllenita, Hristo Petkov, Dimo
Aleksiev, Iva Gotcheva, Georgi Petrov, Marten Roberto,
Yulian Kovalevski

Bulgaria

celebrating
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Directed by Alice Nellis

Tajnosti

Little Girl Blue

Czech Republic
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The story of one day in the life of Julie - professional translator, who has just
moved into a new house with her successful husband Richard and is supposed
to live the perfect life of a happy family - sets you into an upside down tour
through the desires of a mother, wife and successful, though, not necessarily
satisfied woman. Buckling beneath the weight of a routine and a rather
unsatisfying marriage, Julie slips into a gentle mid-life crisis catalyzed by her
discovery of the death of her favorite vocalist, blues legend Nina Simone. In lowkey desperation and on the spur of the moment, she decides to purchase a
piano and embarks on a colourful journey through the streets of Prague to fulfill
her inner dreams. But first she has to resolve her past and present if she is to
start the new life she desires.
The one day life story written and directed by Alice Nellis and produced by Oscar
winning director Jan Svìrák presents in a gentle way the various shapes of love
and life’s desires.

2007 - Col - 95mn
Producer Jan Sverak
Cast Iva Bittova, Karel Roden, Ivan Obalia,
Martha Issova Portray, Miloslav Konig, Miroslav
Krobot, Anna Siskova, Natalia Drabiscakova,
Igor That's, Sabina Remundova, Lenka
Vlasakova, Nina Diviskova, Pavlina Storkova,
Igor Bares, Vera Uzelacova, Josef Wiesner

Critically acclaimed actress Thea Barfoed has gone through
turmoil which has resulted in a divorce and the loss of custody of
her two boys. She now wants to break with the past, regain control
over her life and get her children back. Her ex-husband Christian is
quickly persuaded by her tough and manipulative but charming
personality and she must prove to both herself and him that she is
capable of getting her life back on track. As Thea is up against the
rigorous demands of stage life and a past that haunts her, she
must face her inner demons while clinging to the goal she has set
for herself.

Directed by Martin Pieter Zandvliet

Applaus

Applause
2009 - Col - 85mn
Producer Mikael Christian Rieks
Cast Paprika Steen, Michael Falch, Sara Marie Maltha, Shanti
Roney, Otto Leonardo Steen Rieks, Noel Koch-Søfeldt, Malou
Reymann, Uffe Rørbæk, Nanna Tange

Denmark

celebrating
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Directed by Hans-Christian Schmid

Nach fünf im Urwald; Erste Liebe – zweiter Frühling

After Five in the Forest Primeval

Germany
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After an argument with her father, seventeen year-old Anna
spontaneously leaves her parents' house in a provincial town in
Bavaria and hitches to Munich to take part in a casting. While her
parents drive to the city in search of their daughter, Anna has her
first unpleasant encounters with members of the opposite sex.
Both sides are wiser by the time Anna returns home the next
morning. A sometimes extremely funny film on the difficulties of
growing up.

1995 - Col - 99mn
Producer Jakob Claussen, Thomas Wöbke
Cast Franka Potente, Axel Milberg, Dagmar Manzel, Farina
Brock, Sibylle Canonica, Peter Ender, Thomas Schmauser:
Simon, Johann von Bülow, Natali Seelig, Max Urlacher

Lucia (8) is leading a jolly and naughty Pippi-Longstocking-style
life in a small town in Estonia. Her father Kaido (35), a graveyard
keeper, can hardly provide for the family, her mother Maria (37) is a
drunk. Then the family receives an unexpected invitation to spend
a week in Finland, in the house of the female pastor Sirpa (45). This
week will change everybody's life in unexpected ways

Directed by Katrin Laur

Surnuaiavahi tütar

Graveyard Keeper's Daughter

2011 - Col - 98mn
Producer Mati Sepping
Cast Rain Simmul, Eva Klemets, Maria Avdjushko, Epp
Eespäev, Kertu-Killu Grenman, Ulla Reinikainen

Estonia

celebrating
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Directed by Marian Quinn

32A

32A
Ireland

18thEuropean
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This story is set in that time of a girl's life, when she is no longer a child and not yet a
woman. We open with our heroine, Maeve, putting on her new snow white bra, and
stepping out into the world as a young woman. She has an obsession with breasts
and bras and can't help but stare at other girls and women.
Otherwise, her world revolves around her three friends, Ruth, Claire and Orla, who are
more experienced in the ways of the world. They wear bras already and they've all had
boyfriends. They really hope Maeve can find a fella, even offering kissing lessons to
prepare her.
What no one expects, least of all Maeve, is that she should snare the local sixteen-year
old heartthrob. Maeve is so smitten with him that she lets her friends down when they
need her most. In trouble with her friends and in school, she gets dumped by the
heartthrob when she sneaks into the local dance with him and he leaves with another
girl.
Her parents find out and she ends up in trouble at home. Maeve realizes what she has
lost; but her friends rally round for her 14th birthday, and she returns to the fold a little
older and a little wiser.

2007 - Col - 88mn
Producer Tommy Weir
Cast Ailish McCarthy, Sophie Jo Wasson
and Orla Long

Directed by Panos Karkanevatos

Kala Krymena Mystika - Athanasia

Athanasia
2006 - Col - 95mn
Producer Vergi Film Productions
Cast Marina Kalogirou, Giorgos Karamixos,
Aggeliki Papoulia

A young American woman returns to her Greek roots in search of her real father.
Accompanied by her stepfather, she shatters the very myths designed to protect
her. She uncovers an unlikely relationship between those who raised her: a
globetrotting photojournalist and Athanasia. Athanasia, a girl with no right in
life. A choice of nature, but not of her community. Angela finds her father and
discovers her mother..

Greece

celebrating
women

Directed by Icíar Bollaín

Te Doy Mis Ojos

Take my Eyes
Spain
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Pilar, a meek housewife living in Toledo, gathers a few belongings one night and flees her
apartment with her seven year old son, Juan. Antonio, Pilar's husband, tries to make her
change her mind, but she is tired and fearful of his abusive behavior.
Antonio still loves his wife but he can not control his temper. Trying to bring Pilar back, he
joins an anger management group. Meanwhile, Pilar finds a job in the gift shop of a
church that is a touristic attraction. Her new found economic independence and the
camaraderie of her co-workers awakens a dormant interest in art. She begins to study on
her own in order to become a tourist guide.
Pilar is still very much in love with Antonio. Juan misses his father; and Pilar begins to
soften her attitude towards Antonio. When they have a chance to talk, Antonio explains to
her that he wants to change. He has enrolled in group therapy. He also has to deal with
his frustration as a salesman in an appliances store. They move back together.
Pilar applies for a job as a tourist guide in a museum in Madrid, but Antonio wants to stay
put in Toledo, fearing that it would be difficult for him to find a better job in Madrid. The
day of Pilar's job interview Antonio explodes in anger. Following her humiliation Pilar
leaves Antonio for good, gets the job she wanted and begins to work in the museum.

2003 - Col - 109mn
Producer Santiago García de Leániz
Cast Laia Marull, Luis Tosar, Candela Peña,
Rosa María Sarda, Kiti Manver, Sergi Calleja,
Elisabet Gelabert, Nicolás Fernández Luna,
David Mooney, Chus Gutiérrez, Elena Irureta

Directed by Céline Sciamma

Naissance des pieuvres

Water Lilies
2007 - Col - 100mn
Producer Bénédicte Couvreur, Jérôme Dopffer
Cast Pauline Acquart, Louise Blachere, Adèle Haenel, Warren
Jacquin, Serge Brincat, Christophe Vandevelde, Marie Gili-Pierre

Summer in a new suburb outside Paris. Nothing to do but
look at the ceiling. Marie, Anne and Floriane are 15. Their
paths cross in the corridors at the local swimming pool,
where love and desire make a sudden, dramatic
appearance.

France

celebrating
women

Directed by Giorgia Cecere

IL Primo incarico

The First Assignment
Italy

18thEuropean
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Nena, a girl from the south of Italy, has to travel far from home to get her
first job as a teacher. She is sad, not because she has to leave her
mother and sister, with whom everything is clear and sometimes
difficult, but because she is having a serious love affair with someone
from her village to whom she is very committed: they promise that
nothing will change between them. It is only until June and then she can
ask for a transfer. And so she leaves, a little sad and a little curious about
what is in store for her. But what she finds is completely different from
what she imagined. It's much worse: a school isolated on a high
mountain plain, wild children, people she has nothing in common with
and a hostile environment. She sticks it out because of pride and
because Francesco loves her for her courage, until one cold February
day when everything goes wrong, everything seems lost forever.

2010 - Col - 90mn
Producer Donatella Botti
Cast Isabella Ragonese, Francesco Chiarello, Alberto
Ball, Miriana Protopapa, Rita Schirinzi, Bianca Maria
Stea Lindholm Vijaya Bechis Boll, Antonio Fumarola
Antonia Cecere

Dromoi kai Portokalia

Directed by Aliki Danezi - Knutsen

This drama from Cyprus concerns two sisters whose father has been
presumed dead since Turkish forces invaded their country in 1974.
However, when they receive word that their father may be alive in
Turkey, they set out to find him. Wavering between courage and fear,
the sisters find themselves wandering through a strange and
unfamiliar land, looking for a man who may not want to be found.
Roads and Oranges was the first feature film from director Aliki
Danezi-Knutsen.

Roads and Oranges

1996 - Col - 100mn
Producer Roads and Oranges Ltd
Cast Vana Rambota, Stella Fyrogeni,Stathis
Livathinos, Ahilleas Grammatikopoulos, Dimitris
Ksystras, Rivka Michaeli, Thanos Pettemeridis,
Ioanna Safkali, Spyros Stavrinidis, George Vatyliotis

Cyprus

celebrating
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Directed by Kristijonas Vildžiunas

Kai apkabinsiu tave

Back to your Arms

Lithuania
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1961. A father and his daughter are trying to meet in Berlin seventeen
years after destiny had separated them. The father is from Soviet
Lithuania and the daughter, an émigré living in the United States.
Irrespective that there is a “thawing” period in the Soviet Union and the
wall has not been built yet in Berlin, the Cold War is approaching its
culmination. As soon as the father arrives in Berlin, undercover
employees of the KGB begin taking care of him. They try to entice the
daughter to come to the East. However, the atmosphere of the city
seeped with mistrust has affected her, and she is afraid to step across
the boundary line of West Berlin. To help each other escape any
potential KGB entrapments, both father and daughter are prepared to
renounce the meeting they’ve been yearning for so much. Based on a
true story .

2010 - Col - 90mn
Producer Uljana Kim
Cast Elþbieta Latënaitë, Andrius Bialobþeskis, Jurga
Jutaitë, Margarita Broich, Giedrius Arbaèiauskas,
Aleksas Kazanavièius, Franz Broich-Wuttke, Sandra
Maren Schneider, Augustin Kramann, Norbert Stöss,
Airida Gintautaitë, Sabin Tambrea, Vytautas Kaniušonis

Mariola is a young woman from the Polish countryside. With
unexciting prospects for the future she craves a new and different life.
After getting back together with her former boyfriend, Arthur, he
promises to take her on a magical holiday to the seaside. They fall in
love. As they drive to Berlin, thinking Arthur is taking her to meet his
father, Mariola excitedly learns a few words in German. Mariola is
uneasy when they arrive at a strange flat. Something seems wrong.
Arthur tells her "it's just for the night". When three of Arthur's friends
arrive at the flat one of them slips Arthur some cash. Arthur has just
"sold" Mariola into prostitution. Mariola's new life has just begun...

Directed by Franco da Pena

Masz na Imie Justine

Your name is Justine

2006 - Col - 97mn
Producer Lukasz Dzieciol, Piotr Dzieciol, Stephan
Carpiaux, Wioletta Gradkowska
Cast Anna Cieœlak, Arno Frisch, Rafa³ Maækowiak,
Mathieu Carriere, Dominique Pinon

Luxembourg

celebrating
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Directed by Jozsef Sipos

Eszter Hagyatéka

Eszter's Inheritance

Hungary
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Eszter's Inheritance, based on Sándor Márai's novel of the same title, was made
from the script of József Sipos. The film, which takes place in the years before
World War II, tells us a story that is shockingly up-to-date even today. The movie
analyses human relations and tries to find out how people's actions are
controlled by fate.
Eszter, our hero, a seemly lady in her 50s who lives alone of her own accord and
does not expect much from life, can count on a safe and calm old age. She gets a
telegram from her only love (because you can love someone all your life and be
loyal to him even if he was disloyal to you). Lajos returns for one day with his
children and two strangers. The visit evokes old memories in Eszter as well as
sentiments she herself cannot define exactly...
This is the last meeting that totally changes Eszter's life, and addresses the fears
that surface at a certain age in everyone's life.

2008 - Col - 90mn
Producer Jozsef Sipos
Cast Eszter Nagy-kálózy, György Cserhalmi,
Mari Törõcsik, Károly Eperjes, Dorottya
Udvaros, Tibor Szilágyi, Gabriella Hámori,
Krisztián Kolovratnik

Single Mother Maria starts to receive anonymous death threats. Together with
her children, she flees to her former parental home, where her older sister Ans
now lives. During those cold winter days in the secluded seaside house she is
confronted with her traumatic childhood memories. But as the people close to
her begin to question her state of mind, her assailant closes in.

Directed by Will Koopman

Terug Naar De Kust

The Dark House

2009 - Col - 111mn
Producer Column Film / and Key Film
Cast Linda de Mol, Ariane Schluter, Daan
Schuurmans, Huub Stapel

Netherlands

celebrating
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Directed by Leszek Dawid

Ki

My Name is Ki

Ki is a young woman who refuses to play the part of a tired single
mother. She wants to live a fast-paced and colorful life. Will her
difficult relationships with men help her become mature enough to
embrace love and responsibility for herself and her son?

Poland

18thEuropean

Film Festival

2011 - Col - 93mn
Producer Skorpion Arte
Cast Roma G¹siorowska, Adam Woronowicz, Kamil
Malecki, Krzysztof Og³oza, Sylwia Juszczak, Agnieszka
Suchora, Krzysztof Globisz, Dorota Pomyka³a, Pawe³
Królikowski, Maja Hirsch Miriam, Agata Kulesza, Janusz
Chabior

A young man, working as his uncle's accountant, falls hopelessly in
love with a mysterious blonde woman he sees from his office
window, and his life is turned upside down. When he announces
his intention to marry her, his furious uncle fires him, leaving him
desperate to make ends meet. It becomes apparent, as the film
progresses, that there is a 'singularity' in the young woman….
Portuguese Director, Manoel de Oliveira, made his first film in 1931;
and The Eccentricities of a Blonde-Haired Woman, adapted from a
story by the author Eça de Queiróz, was made when he was 101
years old. Ricardo Trepa, the actor playing the role of Macario in the
film, is his grandson.

Directed by Manoel de Oliveira

Singularidades de uma Rapariga Loura

Eccentricities of a Blonde-haired Girl

2009 - Col - 64mn
Producer François d'Artemare, Maria João Mayer, Luis
Miñarro
Cast Ricardo Trêpa, Catarina Wallenstein, Diogo Dória,
Júlia Buisel, Leonor Silveira, Luís Miguel Cintra, Glória
de Matos, Filipe Vargas, Rogério Samora

Portugal

celebrating
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Directed by Cornel George Popa

Viata mea sexuala

My Personal Life

Romania
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“My Personal Life” is a movie about a few days in the life of a young woman,
Dorina. She works in a sex-shop in Bucharest. She's not married and has a child
out of wedlock. She lives together with father, medically retired, in a two-room
apartment on the outskirts of the city. To Dorina, working in a sex-shop is a job
like any other job and nothing more. However, to the others, Dorina represents
a mirage they want to reach but are never able to.

2011 - Col - 100mn
Producer Paradox Film
Cast Ioana Florea, Gabriel Spahiu, Avram
Iclozan, Vlad Zamfirescu, Valentin Teodosiu

Mojca, a forty-five-year-old, is married to Vasko, a rich meat dealer. She
collects classic art paintings and is quite embittered by the fact that her
children Nika and Vaci are slowly leaving the safe family nest. Bored and
desirous of love and passion she unknowingly becomes the object of a
video-installation the artist Miloš, former lover, is making with the help of
her daughter Nika. Her hunt for love becomes an unusual journey for all
playing in the film as well as for the whole team that is making the film
Installation of Love.

Directed by Maja Weiss

Instalacija ljubezni

Installation of Love

2007 - Col - 98mn
Producer Bela film - Ljubljana
Cast Bernarda Oman, Igor Samobor, Branko Završan,
Branko Jordan, Vesna Vonèina, Desa Muck, Andrej
Rozman Roza, Ivanka Mežan, Polona Vetrih, Kolja
Saksida, Žiga Saksida, Vanja Plut, Janez Vajevec, Maja
Šugman, Aljaž Jovanoviè, Medea Novak

Slovenia
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Directed by Zuzana Liova

Dom

The House

Slovakia

18thEuropean
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Eva lives in a very small village with her parents, Immrich and Viera in rural Slovakia. She's
saving to go to London after she graduates, away from this village in the middle of
nowhere where she's lived all her life. Immrich sees things differently. He's building a
house for her in their backyard - and making Eva build it with him.
For Immrich, the house building is the one act in his life above all others he knows he
must accomplish. Eva can't understand the bitterness and frustrations he feels because
of an early life stunted by communism. She doesn't know that the crayon pictures of
houses she and her sister drew for him when they were little girls have been driving him to
create the perfect home for his family. Unfortunately, he has a serious heart problem and
may not live to finish it.
Eva meets Jakub who turns out to be her new English teacher. They fall in love, and Eva tells
Jakub she'd rather stay in the village and be with him. But Jakub already has a family and
eventually breaks off the relationship. Confused and disappointed Eva runs away from
home, but ends up back at her unfinished house. She overhears her parents talking, hears
Immrich voicing concern and fear and humility. After they leave, Eva curls up on the
bench where they sat, and wrapping herself in her father's work coat, falls asleep. Whether
she stays or goes, Eva finally really does know where her home is.

2011 - Col - 97mn
Producer Michal Kollár, Viktor Tauš
Cast Miroslav Krobot, Judit Bárdos, Ta•jana
Medvecká, Marián Mitaš, Marek Geišberg,
Lucia Jašková, Ester Kadlecová Geislerová,
Ivan Romanèík, Jana O¾hová, Attila Mokos

A film about a woman, judged to be ill by society, who brings joy to people
around her with her presence and personality. As she heals her
surroundings more effectively than the prevailing healthcare system,
society attempts to suppress this individual´s inner light.
Princess is a light-hearted film based on a true story, concerning the most
famous patient of Kellokoski Psychiatric Hospital, Anna Lappalainen.
Diagnosed as manic depressive with symptoms of schizophrenia, Anna
Lappalainen claims to be a princess when brought into the hospital and
does not want to be called by her own name. Her arrival kick-starts a long
battle with the hospital staff over her identity and her right to dictate her
own personality. Eventually Kellokoski Hospital becomes the Princess´s
castle, where Anna holds court bringing joy and healing to her
surroundings.

Directed by Arto Halonen

Prinsessa

Princess
2010 - Col - 100mn
Producer Arto Halonen
Cast Katja Kukkola, Samuli Edelmann, Krista
Kosonen, Peter Franzén, Pirkka-Pekka Petelius, Antti
Litja, Irma Junnilainen, Tapio Liinoja, Paavo
Westerberg, Paula Vesala, Ulla Tapaninen, Joanna
Haartti, Pertti Koivula

Finland
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Directed by Pernilla August

Svinalängorna

Beyond

Sweden
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A morning just before Christmas, Leena, 34, receives a phone call from a
hospital in her childhood hometown telling her that her mother is dying.
This news takes her on a journey to face her mother for the first time in her
adult life. Leena has fought all her life to let go of her grief over her lost and
dark childhood. She is now forced to deal with her past to be able to move
on.
A poignant story, told with sincerity and humor, about a young woman´s
dramatic childhood and about her grief and the struggle to move on

2010 - Col - 94 mn
Producer Helena Danielsson, Ralf Karlsson
Cast Noomi Rapace, Tehilla Blad, Ville Virtanen, Outi
Mäenpää

A street smart runner develops an intense rivalry with an equally
ambitious wealthy young athlete.
Twenty-two-year-old sprinter Shania Edwards (Lenora Crichlow, Being
Human) is from the wrong side of the tracks. She's street wise, tough and
determined to compete in the world athletic championships. After
qualifying for the 200 metres her dreams become a reality. The only thing
standing in her way is rival Lisa Temple, a posh, competitive girl with
thriving ambition. But when placed on the same relay team Shania and
Lisa are forced to overcome their differences and face adversity in a quest
to take team GB to sporting victory.

Directed by Regan Hall

Fast Girls

Fast Girls
2010 - Col - 91mn
Producer Damian Jones
Cast Bradley James, Emma Fielding, Lashana Lynch,
Lenora Crichlow, Lily James, Lorraine Burroughs,
Noel Clarke, Philip Davis, Rupert Graves

United Kingdom

celebrating
women
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EU Film Festival Screening Schedule
City

Date

Coimbatore

8 March - 14 March

Bangalore

21 March - 28 March

Pune

5 April - 10 April

Chennai

5 April - 14 April

Goa

19 April - 30 April

Mumbai

20 April - 28 April

Delhi

8 May - 19 May

Kolkata

24 May - 1 June

Hyderabad

25 May - 8 June

Chandigarh

25 June - 7 July

Jodhpur

12 July - 28 July

Dates may change: please check with website:
http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/india/index_en.htm
or EU in India Facebook page:
http://www.facebook.com/EUinIndia
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